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Improved actions reduce lattice artifacts and thus allow simulations at coarser lattice spacing, larger lattice quark
masses and smaller lattice volumes. The use of improved actions in large scale numerical simulations has been
increasing steadily. For dynamical simulations a factor of two improvement in lattice spacing can easily translate
to a gain of 100 in computational cost, which usually more than compensates for the reduction in eciency of the
algorithm. Systematic improvement programs remove lattice artifacts perturbatively [1, 2, 3, 4] or non-perturbatively
[5, 6, 7, 8] by adding irrelevant operators to the action. The use of fat or smeared links is part of many of these
improvement programs [9, 10]. Smearing the links of a lattice action does not change the long-distance properties of
the system but by smoothing out short scale lattice vacuum uctuations, it reduces lattice artifacts. Fat link actions
by themselves show improved scaling properties, especially in quantities most sensitive to short distance uctuations.
For Wilson-type clover fermions, chiral properties show signicant improvement in fat link quenched simulations
[11]. Fattening removes many small dislocations and that reduces the spread of the real eigenmodes of the Dirac
operator and the occurrence of exceptional congurations. The perturbation theory for fat-link Wilson-type fermions
has been worked out in [12], showing that the additive mass renormalization is small, the renormalization factors are
very close to one and the tree-level clover coecient c
SW
= 1:0 is expected to be close to the non-perturbative value.
Fat links have also been successfully used in overlap actions [13, 14]. The improved chiral properties of fat link
actions result in signicantly faster convergence in evaluating Neuberger's formula.
The use of fat links with staggered fermions improves avor symmetry. In the staggered fermion formulation the
four components of a Dirac spinor occupy dierent lattice sites and connect to dierent gauge elds, leading to avor
symmetry breaking. The avor symmetry breaking is especially evident for the pions: only one of the pseudoscalar
mesons is a true Goldstone particle, the others are massive even at vanishing quark mass. Since avor symmetry
breaking is basically due to the uctuations of the gauge elds within a hypercube and is particularly sensitive to
dislocations, local smearing of the gauge links is very eective in reducing avor symmetry breaking. Several quenched
simulations veried this conjecture [15, 16, 17]. Dynamical simulations with one level of smearing [18, 19] found similar
improvement. Perturbative studies of avor symmetry breaking also support the use of fat links [20].
Dynamical simulation of fermion actions with fat links can be very complicated. Even in the simplest case where
the fat link is constructed as a sum of several paths connecting the fermions, the fermionic force term will have many
more terms than with thin link action. If the fat link is projected back to SU(3) and the fattening procedure is iterated
(as proved to be most eective in quenched simulations), direct calculation of the fermion force term becomes nearly
impossible.
In this article we present a new method for simulating fat link fermion actions with many levels of projected
smearing. The basic idea is to introduce an auxiliary but dynamical gauge eld for each smearing level. These gauge
elds couple to each other by blocking kernels representing one level of smearing. The last of the auxiliary gauge elds
couple directly to the fermions just like ordinary thin links, thus avoiding the complicated gauge force computations.
Our construction does not consider the systematic improvement of the action, but it can be combined with any thin
link fermionic action. Combining systematic improvements of a thin link action with fat link fermions can lead to
further systematic improvement.
To motivate our choice of fat link action in Sect. 2 we study avor symmetry breaking with staggered fermions
in the quenched approximation. We consider valence actions with dierent levels of smearing and we compare the
results with the standard thin link action. The quenched simulation suggests that with three levels of projected fat
links avor symmetry improves to a level corresponding to a factor of 2.5 change in lattice spacing.
In Sect. 3 we present our general construction of a fat link fermion action. We suggest combining dierent updating
methods in the numerical simulation. The simplest is to update the original and all but the last auxiliary gauge elds
using Metropolis updating. The last level auxiliary gauge eld couples to the fermions. Any fermionic updating can
be used, we consider molecular dynamics updating here.
Unfortunately this coupled system is very rigid and evolves extremely slowly under local updating. In Sect. 4 we
discuss a global over-relaxation step that improves the situation considerably. Over-relaxation updating based on the
gauge action is usually not very eective for fermions [21]. The situation here is quite dierent. Since the fermions
couple to a several times smeared smooth gauge eld, we nd that one can update up to (0:3 fm)
4
part of the lattice
and still have a large enough acceptance rate to make the algorithm ecient.
In Sect. 4 we specify the action for four avors of staggered fermions and discuss the over-relaxation update
in detail. One iteration of our algorithm is composed of 100 over-relaxation, one Metropolis and one molecular
dynamics steps. This combined updating is about 15-20 times slower than a molecular dynamics thin link updating
and has about the same autocorrelation times. Considering that we gain well over a factor of 100 from the improved
scaling properties, this cost is acceptable. Our rst results with this algorithm conrms the quenched results for
avor symmetry breaking. We nd that avor symmetry violations are reduced to a few percent at a lattice spacing
a  0:20 fm.
3FIG. 1: The mass m

of the lightest non-Goldstone pion as the function of the mass m
g
of the Goldstone pion in the quenched
approximation. Fig. 1a) shows results for  = 5:7 using both a thin link and dierent fat link valence actions. In Fig. 1b)
results obtained with our best fat link action on  = 5:7 background are compared with thin link action results on  = 5:7,
 = 6:0 and  = 6:2 background congurations. The lattice spacing changes by a factor of 2.5 between  = 5:7 and  = 6:2.
In Sect. 5 we summarize our results and discuss the future directions.
II. FAT LINK ACTIONS AND QUENCHED SPECTROSCOPY
In this section we investigate the spectrum of fat link staggered actions in the quenched approximation. Previous
extensive studies [17] have demonstrated the improvement in the restoration of avor symmetry due to the smearing
of the gauge links. Our goal here is to motivate the parameters of our dynamical fat link action.
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where 
i;
(U ) is the sum over the six staples around the link U
i;
. We use the index i to label the lattice sites and
the index  to label the four space-time directions. The smearing procedure eq. (1) can be iterated if the fat link Q



























) is the sum of staples aroundW
(n 1)
i;
, the (n 1)-th level fat link projected onto SU(3) (W
(0)
 U ).
In the following we label by N the number of smearing iterations or levels. Perturbative arguments [12] show that
for values of the smearing parameter 0    0:75 the smearing orders the gauge conguration suppressing small
scale uctuations. If  > 0:75 the smearing eventually disorders. In the following we choose, somewhat arbitrarily,
 = 0:70.




















is chosen according to the probability distribution







4FIG. 2: The mass renormalization in the quenched approximation at  = 5:7 for the thin link and dierent fat link valence
actions. In addition to the actions used in Fig. 1, we show the results for N = 1 level of non-projected (np.) APE smearing.
with projection parameter . For  =1, eq. (5) is equivalent to eq. (4).
To illustrate the eect of fat links on avor symmetry restoration we calculated the pion spectrum on a set of 8
3
24,
 = 5:7 (a = 0:17fm) quenched lattices. In Fig. 1a) we plot the masses of the (would-be) Goldstone pion 
g
and the
lightest non-Goldstone pion, 
i5







. We label the representation of the







labels the spin and  
F
labels the SU(4) avor. The pion masses are




= 2:87a at  = 5:7) [25]. In addition to the thin link we consider three
fat link valence actions: N = 1 and N = 3 levels of smearing with projection parameter  = 500 and N = 3 levels
of smearing with projection parameter  = 100, all with  = 0:7. We observe considerable improvement from N = 1
to N = 3. Also,  = 100 for the projection parameter is clearly not as eective as  = 500. Increasing the number
of blocking levels N or the projection parameter  further does not improve the situation substantially but increases
the computational eort considerably. In the rest of this paper we will consider the fat link action corresponding to
N=3 levels of blocking with projection parameter  = 500 and APE parameter  = 0:7. While these parameters are
not unique, they seem to be close to optimal.
To get a feel for the amount of improvement one can achieve with this fat link actions, in Fig. 1b) we compare
the N = 3,  = 500 action with thin link data at  = 5:7, 6.0 and 6.2. The data for the last two  values are from
ref. [24] and correspond to lattice spacings a = 0:095 fm and 0:069 fm and Sommer parameters r
0
= 5:26a and 7:25a,
respectively [26]. The N = 3 ,  = 500 smearing reduces avor symmetry violations on the  = 5:7 congurations to
the level obtained at  = 6:2 with thin link action, a factor of 2.5 improvement in lattice spacing. The computational
cost of full QCD grows at least as 1=a
6
[3] and for certain quantities even as 1=a
10
[27]. A factor 2.5 in the lattice
spacing means a factor 200  10
4
in the computational costs.
Finally, in Fig. 2 we plot the square of the Goldstone-pion mass as a function of the bare quark mass. All
measurements are on the  = 5:7 gauge congurations using thin link and dierent fat link actions. In addition to the
actions considered in Fig. 1, we show the results for N = 1 level of non-projected APE smearing. Fat link perturbation
theory predicts that the mass renormalization constant becomes perturbative as N increases. We see that the mass
renormalization after one level of non-projected smearing is almost the same as without smearing. Increasing the
smearing level and the value of  indeed reduces the multiplicative mass renormalization factor.
III. DYNAMICAL FERMIONS WITH FAT LINKS
The quenched results show that smearing the gauge links considerably improves the avor symmetry of staggered
fermions. There is evidence that these results carry over to dynamical simulations [18] where one level of smearing
is implemented. Because of the gauge force computations in the molecular dynamics equations of motion, it is very
complicated to simulate fermions with many levels of smearing, even impossible if projection of the gauge links onto
5SU(3) is made after each smearing step.
Our method to overcome this diculty is to introduce of a set of auxiliary but dynamical gauge elds which couple
to each other in the action by blocking kernels representing one level of smearing. The last level auxiliary gauge eld
couples directly to the fermions in the same way the usual thin links do. The problem of the computations of the
gauge force is transferred to the gauge sector where it can be solved. This construction can be used for any fermion
action which can be simulated with thin links.
Let us start considering fermions coupled to fat links constructed with one level of smearing from the thin links
U
i;


















(U ))   tr ln[M
y
(V )M (V )] : (6)




(U ) is the SU(3) projection eq. (4) of the fat link given in eq. (1) and M (V ) is
the fermion matrix. The blocking parameter  constrains the auxiliary gauge links V
i;
to be close to the projected
fat links W
max;i;
(U ). Fluctuations of the eld V are proportional to 1=. This is a dynamical realization of the
projection eq. (5). In eq. (6), Tr means the trace over SU(3) color whereas tr means the overall trace over space-time
indices i, directions , spin and color.
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(V )M (V )] : (7)
This action is in the same universality class as the original thin link action. If the blocking parameter is  =1, the
auxiliary gauge elds can be integrated out and the resulting action is a plaquette gauge action while the fermions
couple to deterministically projected fat links. If  6= 1, the integration of the auxiliary gauge elds will introduce
additional gauge terms. These new terms depend on the thin link variables in a complicated way, but they are all
local terms containing only a nite number of link variables. Thus, these terms do not change the universality class
of the action.
The updating of this system can, in principle, be done by a sequence of Metropolis updatings for the elds
U;W
(1)
; : : :W
(N 1)
and by the standard updating for the fermion matrix M , with the only dierence that now
the last auxiliary gauge eld V enters the fermion matrix.
The problem of this basic algorithm is that the system with large  is very rigid and evolves very slowly. To cure
this problem, we use a hybrid over-relaxation algorithm [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37] with
? Metropolis updating for the gauge elds U;W
(1)
; : : :W
(N 1)
,
? standard algorithm for the fermion matrix M (V ) and
? global over-relaxation for all the gauge elds U;W
(1)
; : : :V
In the next section we discuss how an over-relaxation can be implemented. It plays a key role in reducing the
autocorrelation times of the Metropolis update. Note that the over-relaxation update is eective only because the
fermions couple to the smooth fat links.
IV. OVER-RELAXATION WITH FAT LINKS
Our over-relaxation update is based on the usual over-relaxation reection step used in pure gauge systems that
leaves the gauge action invariant [32, 33]. We reect the thin links just like in the standard over-relaxation algorithm












































All links for a given level are reected and then the next level gauge eld is changed. The reections must be performed
in the order given by eq. (8)-eq. (11). This transformation leaves the gauge part of the action invariant, but the
fermionic part will change and a Metropolis accept/reject step must be performed. In order for this updating to satisfy
detailed balance, the probability P for changing the gauge eld conguration fU;W
(1)




; : : :V
0
g
has to be equal to the probability for the reversed change, i.e.
P (fU;W
(1)




; : : :V
0








; : : :V g) : (12)
This can be achieved by choosing with probability 1=2 either a given sequence of the thin link reections eq. (8) or
with equal probability the reversed sequence [21]. The sequence has to be reversed with respect to the direction and
location of the thin links and with respect to the index of the SU(2) subgroup. The thin link reections are then
followed by the local reections eq. (9)-eq. (11) for the auxiliary gauge links. For a given level of auxiliary gauge eld
the reections are independent of the order with which we sweep through the lattice and they are symmetric under
exchange of primed and unprimed quantities. If we start from a gauge eld conguration fU;W
(1)
; : : :V g and apply
eq. (8)-eq. (11) twice with the sequence of thin link reections reversed, we come back to the original conguration.
This over-relaxation algorithm satises detailed balance and is a legal update of the system. To achieve ergodicity
though, one must still perform some updatings with the basic algorithm.
For the Metropolis accept-reject step following the changes eq. (8)-eq. (11) we have to calculate the action, i.e. we
need an explicit form of the determinant to evaluate. For four avors of staggered and two avors of Wilson fermions









(V )M (V )]
 1
 ; (13)
where M(V) represents the fermion matrix. The equilibrium probability distribution of the gauge elds U;W
(1)














(V )M (V )) : (14)























depends only on the last level auxiliary gauge links. The goal is to eciently compute the acceptance probability.
























where the vector  is generated according to the distribution











After conguration averaging, this procedure satises the detailed balance condition [39].
If the gauge elds V and V
0
are very dierent, the acceptance rate from eq. (16) will be small even when the
fermionic determinants are actually very close. This is because of the large uctuations of the stochastic estimator.
To improve the acceptance rate, we attempt to remove the most ultraviolet part of the fermionic matrix and include
it explicitly as an eective gauge action. The resulting reduced matrix gives a much higher acceptance in eq. (16).
For heavy fermions the fermion determinant gives rise to an eective plaquette term for the gauge eld [40]. Even
for small quark masses the ultraviolet part of the fermion determinant can be well approximated by an eective loop
7action involving only small Wilson loops [41, 42, 43]. These observations suggest to remove the plaquette term from
the fermion matrix by introducing a reduced matrixM
r
as
M (V ) = M
r
(V )A(V ) with (18)











where D is the kinetic part of the fermion matrix. In terms of M
r
the fermion determinant becomes
det(M
y




















(V )] : (21)
The eective action S
e
(V ) can be evaluated explicitly. In general it is the sum of a plaquette term coming from
tr[D
4
(V )] and a constant from tr[D
2




are free and can be optimized. In a
dierent context, a decomposition of the fermion matrix like eq. (18) has been proposed in [21] motivated by the
hopping parameter expansion.
In terms of S
e
(V ) and M
r




































It can be approximated by generating a vector  according to the distribution
















































In practice, we start by generating a random Gaussian source R according to the probability distribution













































































. The optimal value can be found numeri-
cally. We will discuss our choice in the next section.
This procedure is not eective if the fermion matrix depends on thin links, because the uctuations in the stochastic




terms. When the links in the fermion matrix are
smeared, these uctuations are constrained. This is the key feature which makes the over-relaxation eective with fat
links.
V. PERFORMANCE OF THE ALGORITHM
For testing our fat link action we decided to simulate N
f





















8FIG. 3: The eective physical volume where the U links change in one global over-relaxation (GOR) updating step as function





are the staggered phases. We impose anti-periodic boundary conditions in the time direction. The
pseudofermion eld  and the matrixM
y
(V )M (V ) are restricted to the even sites of the lattice [44]. The matrix D


















The traces in S
e
(V ) in eq. (21) are computed by summing over the even sites only and give
tr[D
4





















(V )] =  12
 : (33)

 denotes the total number of lattice points and we assume that there are more than 4 sites in each space-like direction.
For N
t
= 4 sites in the time-like direction there is an extra contribution to tr[D
4
(V )] coming from the Polyakov lines
P
i
starting at location i; t = 0. The minus sign of the Polyakov line in eq. (32) is due to the anti-periodic boundary
conditions in time direction.
As we described in Sect. 2 we choose the number of auxiliary gauge elds and the smearing parameters to be
N = 3 ;  = 0:7 ;  = 500 : (34)
The global over-relaxation (GOR) described in Sect. 4 is essential here as it considerably reduces the autocorrelations
of the otherwise very rigid system. The GOR leaves the pure gauge action of our system invariant but is subjected
to an accept/reject step which accounts for the ratio of fermion determinants, see eq. (24). Since the fermions couple
directly to the last level dynamical fat links, the acceptance rate 
GOR

















= 0, i.e. computing the ratio of fermion determinants without decomposing the fermion matrix
according to eq. (18) and eq. (19) gives a value for 
GOR
which is a factor 10 smaller than what we achieve with our
choice. Moreover, keeping 
4
= 0 and varying only 
2
gives signicantly lower 
GOR
. The choice of eq. (35) is not




parameter space a band-like region in which 
GOR
reaches its maximal value.
Even with our improved GOR it is not possible to change simultaneously all the U links, the eectiveness of the
algorithm would be very low. Instead we choose a random block of U links containing (N
GOR
=4) sites and reect only
the links within this block. These changes propagate more and more through the lattice as we consider the cascade
9links 100  GOR 1 MET 1  HMC total CG iterations
thin - - 1 1 133
fat 11.0 3.5 0.5 15.0 61
TABLE I: Timings for simulation of ordinary thin link HMC algorithm compared to simulation of our algorithm with N = 3
auxiliary gauge elds. The dynamical lattices are 8
3
 24 and the lattice spacings and physical quark masses of the two
simulations are approximately matched. The time unit is one updating step (consisting of one HMC trajectory) of the ordinary
thin link algorithm. The last two columns give the total time costs and the average number of conjugate gradient (CG)
iterations needed per inversion of M
y
M .
FIG. 4: Flavor symmetry violation for the dynamical runs with our fat link action (fat. dyn.) and with the standard thin
link staggered action (std. dyn.). The mass m

of the lightest non-Goldstone pion is plotted as function of the mass m
g
of
the Goldstone pion (in units of r
0




are approximately matched. For
comparison we plot the quenched results from Fig. 1 obtained with the corresponding valence actions (fat. quen. and std.
quen.).
of reections eq. (8)-eq. (11), as 19 fat links have to be changed by changing one link. In Fig. 3 we plot the volume











a. These results are obtained on 8
3
 24,
 = 5:2 and am = 0:1 lattices. The lattice spacing from the string tension can be estimated as a  0:2 fm and the










which can be updated with a reasonable acceptance rate. The actual value of 
GOR
depends on the number of touched
links N
GOR













= 144) on the above lattices.
We observed that the value eq. (36) scales with the lattice spacing. On lattices with smaller lattice spacing more
links can be updated at the same time, i.e. the physical volume of the updated region remains xed. On larger physical
volumes, on the other hand, one would have to increase the number of GOR steps to achieve the same eciency. In
our nite-temperature runs on 8
3
 4 lattices [45] we observed that the eectiveness of the algorithm increases in
the deconned phase. Somewhat surprisingly, the eectiveness also increases with decreasing quark mass. This fact
together with the faster convergence of the conjugate gradient (see Table I) allows simulations at quark masses that
are not practically possible with the standard thin link action.
In simulating the 8
3
 24  20 fm
4
lattices, we found it eective to follow each Metropolis and HMC by 100 GOR
updating steps, each reecting about (0:3 fm)
4
section of the thin link lattices. For timing our algorithm we consider






one HMC trajectory for the V eld with step size t = 0:015 and N
traj
= 30 steps. We compare this to the time of
one HMC trajectory with step size t = 0:015 and N
traj
= 30 steps for the thin link action [46, 47] with parameters
 = 5:25 and am = 0:06. With these parameters the lattice spacings and the physical quark masses of the two actions
are approximately matched. To compare the times for one updating iteration is fair because the autocorrelations for
simple observables like the plaquette or the chiral condensate

  are observed to be the same for the two algorithms
in these time units.
In Table I we show the results of the timing comparison. We use one iteration of ordinary thin link HMC as time





in computer time due to improved scaling. With fat links, there is also a considerable reduction (a
factor 2) in the number of conjugate gradient (CG) iterations needed for the inversion of M
y
M , as shown in the last
column of Table I.
Finally we consider avor symmetry restoration on the dynamical fat link lattices. Fig. 4 shows the rst results
obtained with our fat link action on 8
3
24 lattices with parameters  = 5:2, am = 0:1 (square). The lattice spacing is









This point agrees very well with the quenched results (octagons) taken from Fig. 1, i.e. avor symmetry violation
is reduced to a few percent. To show the improvement due to the smearing of the gauge links, we also ran the
standard thin link staggered action with two sets of parameters,  = 5:25, am = 0:06 (fancy square) and  = 5:2,
am = 0:06 (burst). The lattice spacings from the string tension are approximately a  0:18 fm and a  0:22 fm, and








 1:5, respectively. The avor symmetry violations on the thin link
dynamical lattices agree with the quenched predictions (fancy diamonds). Our fat link dynamical action has only
about 6% avor symmetry violation compared to 60% of thin link actions at comparable lattice spacings.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new method for simulating dynamical fermions with fat links constructed through many levels of
projected smearing. For each level of smearing we introduce an auxiliary but dynamical gauge eld and these gauge
elds are connected to each other by blocking kernels representing one level of smearing. Since the last of the auxiliary
elds couple in the standard way to the fermions, our construction can be used with any known fermionic update. We
discussed the simulation of our system which includes an over-relaxation updating. The fat links entering the fermion
matrix make the over-relaxation eective and this is the key feature of our algorithm.
At this time our algorithm is running on scalar machines and the over-relaxation step is worked out for four avors
of staggered fermions. The results for avor symmetry restoration conrm the quenched results, that is, a factor 2.5
in the lattice spacing can be gained. Taking into account that our algorithm is about 15-20 times slower than the
standard one, this gives an overall gain of at least a factor 10 in computational costs.
We have used this algorithm to study the nite temperature phase transition of four avors of staggered fermions
at N
t
= 4 [45]. We observe a qualitative dierence compared to thin link simulations. The strongly rst order phase
transition is washed away, we observe a very broad crossover instead. We believe this dierence is due to the improved
avor symmetry. In our simulations we have 15 relatively light pions compared to the single Goldstone particle of
thin link simulations.
We are parallelizing the code for large scale simulations [48]. This requires a 32-checkerboard structure but it is
not more complicated than parallelizing a Symanzik improved gauge action. The over-relaxation generalizes easily for
two avors of Wilson fermions. To generalize it for two avors of staggered fermions we need an explicit realization
of the action. That can be done by approximating the square root of the fermionic determinant with a polynomial
form [49, 50]. Our preliminary study shows that it can be done eciently.
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